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Introduction and summary

Professional development in education has gotten a bad reputation, and for good reason. Everyone on all sides of the education reform and improvement debate agrees that what most teachers receive as professional opportunities to learn are thin, sporadic, and of little use when it comes to improving teaching. According to Harvard University Professor Heather C. Hill, the “professional development ‘system’ for teachers is, by all accounts, broken.”

One likely reason for this view held by Professor Hill and others is the reliance on short-term, episodic, and disconnected professional learning for teachers—the kinds of training programs that are unlikely to positively influence teaching and improve student achievement. It takes sustained investment of time into teacher training to change instruction and improve classroom outcomes. A review of research on the effect of professional development on increased student learning found that programs had to include more than 14 hours of professional development for student learning to be affected. None of this is lost on the educators on the receiving end of professional development. “Perhaps the most damning indictment of PD [professional development] is that even teachers themselves regard it with contempt,” writes Frederick Hess of the American Enterprise Institute.

Yet the education industry—including federal, state, and local education policymakers, plus all those who work to deliver teaching and learning to students—has recently made a sizable bet on the power of professional support to change teaching and boost student learning. From federally supported and locally enacted educator-evaluation systems to the rollout of the Common Core State Standards, the nascent changes to education all require educators to learn new and better ways to do their jobs. Almost every presentation or speech or conversation about educational reform inevitably includes some reference to the amount of support and training teachers and administrators will need in order to make key reforms real and effective in classrooms.
Just how critical is professional learning for teachers to educational improvement? In many ways professional development is the link between the design and implementation of education reforms and the ultimate success of reform efforts in schools. The evaluation of educator effectiveness based on student test scores and classroom observation, for example, has the potential to drive instructional improvement and promises to reveal important aspects of classroom performance and success. That information may, in some cases, be used as the basis for critical personnel decisions such as whether to dismiss an educator or increase his or her salary. But in order to have the impact on student learning that supporters of reform intend, evaluation needs to be accompanied by insightful feedback about teacher performance that leads to a strategic set of professional-learning activities to help educators improve their practice.

State education leaders in many places know this and have specifically included direction for following up evaluation with professional learning in their public descriptions of educator evaluation. Connecticut lists it as a design principle for its “Education Evaluation and Development” system, stating on its website to “Encourage aligned professional development, coaching, and feedback to support teacher growth.” Colorado lists “professional development” as a necessary support to its educator-effectiveness system, and the District of Columbia includes educator evaluation and professional development and supports on its webpage titled “Ensuring Teacher Success.”

Meanwhile, 45 states and the District of Columbia have adopted the Common Core State Standards, which set out academic expectations for student achievement that have been called rigorous when compared to most standards currently in place in the states. Now, almost three years after the standards were introduced, and about a year away from implementation in most states, educators and policymakers are thinking not only about the demands these new standards will place on students; they are also grappling with the challenges teachers face as the standards inform classroom instruction. Report after report mentions the need for teacher training and instructional support as an essential part of the success of the Common Core State Standards.

But even if these reforms were not in place, the work of improving teacher training and support would still pose a key element of any improvement plan for education. Effective teaching is an activity that can be learned, and the notion that someone is born to teach is simply inaccurate. Improving the practice of teaching—learning to teach better—does not necessarily come from teaching longer.
Experience does not lead directly to better instruction. Enhancing skills, knowing strategies, and understanding content and how to unpack that content in ways that students can understand—these are aspects of teaching that can be learned and improved upon.

Some districts, schools, and teachers are designing, implementing, and experiencing professional-learning opportunities that have the power to improve teaching and enhance student learning. Some states are working on strategies to support teacher learning and that spread the culture of continual improvement to all classrooms. These states aren’t alone in this effort; a number of other organizations are creating different kinds of resources to help improve teaching practice—some in relation to the Common Core State Standards and some in conjunction with educator evaluation. These projects and initiatives are not easy: Teachers may need different supports or activities to improve their practice since what works in one school might not work in another. Moreover, all teaching learning and development activities must be integrated with the day-to-day work of teaching and the standards guiding that work.

Given the need to improve the quality of instruction and the lack of clarity and shared knowledge about what systems and activities improve teaching, this is the right time to take stock of what is known; what kinds of activities are currently underway; and what will be needed going forward as reforms roll through the education system. As is often the case in education, successful systems and strategies emerge in many places around the country but these bright spots too often remain hidden to the majority of educational organizations because of geographic distance and the decentralized structure of schooling.

This paper is the first of a periodic series of reports and briefs by the Center for American Progress looking at professional learning—what states and districts are doing that is working, and what policies are in place to support effective teacher-training activities. The work of improving instruction to help students achieve deserves our attention, particularly now when it is an important part of powerful reforms. This report is an attempt to map the landscape of professional learning to prompt ideas that can grow from the foundation—albeit small—that is already in place around professional learning.
Looking for what works:
The research

The complaints about professional development have been well documented and most often cite the following shortcomings:

• It is usually disconnected from the everyday practice of teaching.

• It is too generic and unrelated to the curriculum or to the specific instructional problems teachers face.

• It is infrequent and implemented as a one-shot event or led by an outside consultant who drops in to conduct a workshop and never returns to the school or district.\textsuperscript{13}

Much of the research in the past decade shows that the professional development that takes place does not have an effect on student learning.\textsuperscript{14} An often-cited analysis of 1,300 studies found that only nine of the studies showed clear, empirical evidence of the effect of professional development on student achievement. The other studies simply weren’t designed to allow for that kind of finding.\textsuperscript{15} One reason for the scarcity of solid research on professional development is the difficulty in carrying it out.\textsuperscript{16} Should a study measure whether professional-learning activities change the way teachers teach? Should it measure only what students learn? Or must it measure both? Just as perplexing is the question of whether researchers should look for individual features that work, or only consider programs as a whole. And how much should school context matter?

Despite the challenges, there is rigorous research on professional learning that shows that it can indeed change the way teachers teach and how much students learn. Seven of the nine studies noted above, for example, resulted in positive growth in student learning, and all included training that was at least 14 hours in duration.\textsuperscript{17} There are other studies too: An investigation into the relationship between several professional-development activities and specific teaching practices related to early-reading instruction found a relationship between what teachers learned and how they later taught.\textsuperscript{18}
A four-year study funded by the U.S. Department of Education of the effects of a professional-development framework called the Literacy Collaborative found that teachers in grades K-2 using the framework delivered higher-quality instruction, and their students had greater gains in literacy learning. Another study considered whether the students of teachers participating in the Collaborative Language and Literacy Instruction Project, or CLLIP, literacy program posted greater learning gains than students whose teachers were not in the program. The study found that besides improving student learning, the program led to changes in the way teachers taught. An investigation into a coaching model called MyTeachingPartner showed that the students of teachers who received specific feedback to videotaped teaching shared with an instructional coach had higher achievement gains than students of teachers not receiving coaching.

There are also reports from individual school districts that have designed their own professional-learning systems for teachers rather than rely on programs from consultants or vendors. The Long Beach Unified School District, for example, has a highly regarded professional-development system that is homegrown and is improving teaching and learning. Moreover, a noteworthy study that showed greater student achievement in second grade through fifth grade was based on a quasi-experimental design that ensures a higher level of scientific rigor. Principals in the study received support to implement professional learning grade-level meetings, and teachers followed a specific protocol at the grade-level meeting to help them consider and work on improving student learning.

School leaders who manage high-performing schools elsewhere in the world know that central to school improvement is changing the behavior of teachers in order to alter the way they deliver instruction to students. Ben Jensen, director of the school education program at the Grattan Institute in Australia, says that one of the mechanisms behind Shanghai, China’s impressive schools is its commitment to developing teachers with the ability to deliver high-quality teaching. According to Jensen, “Shanghai is the first place where I’ve walked into a school and thought, this is actually really different. It’s the best professional learning I’ve seen for teachers anywhere in the world.” What takes place in Shanghai in terms of teacher professional development could, in all likelihood, be described superficially using the same labels used to describe what takes place in the United States to improve teaching. The difference being, however, China’s level of focus, expertise, and commitment to improving instruction compared to the United States, not to mention the level of rigor in teaching and learning expected of teachers and students in Shanghai.
Learning from research: The features of professional learning linked to improvement

The studies listed previously are just some of the scientifically based research suggesting that certain professional-learning designs can improve teaching and learning, and what features of these designs have a significant impact. According to the research, high-quality professional-learning opportunities for teachers contain the following five characteristics:

• Aligns with school goals, state and district standards and assessments, and other professional-learning activities

• Focuses on core content and modeling of teaching strategies for the content

• Includes opportunities for active learning of new teaching strategies

• Provides the chance for teachers to collaborate

• Includes follow-up and continuous feedback

The above characteristics indicate that a professional-learning activity meshes with the work of teaching. But the exact structure of professional learning might differ depending on the needs of the teacher, the school, and the district. Although there are only a handful of rigorous research studies on professional development, these have identified activities that can have an impact on teaching and learning. These features alone, however, are not a guarantee that teachers will improve instruction, but instead they are activities that have influenced teaching when well implemented. What follows are brief descriptions of the structures and features of professional development that researchers have found to be related to instructional improvement.
Sustained and regular activities

Researchers and practitioners note that when the traditional programs of professional development—usually single-event, so-called “drive-by” interventions—are replaced by longer-term designs, there is a greater chance that teachers will improve instruction. For example, in the survey of 1,300 studies of professional learning mentioned previously, the one study with the most power effect on raising student achievement had teachers participating in the activity for about 60 hours over six months.

Job embedded

This term has been included in many descriptions of high-quality professional development, often without a definition or explanation of what the term means in relation to the work of teaching. According to the National Comprehensive Center for Teacher Quality, or NCCTQ, professional development is job embedded when it is:

• Grounded in day-to-day teaching practice, and is designed to enhance teachers’ instructional practices around content

• Integrated into the workday, and part of a continuous improvement cycle

• Intended to improve student learning

• Directly connected to learning and application in daily practice

• Some of the examples of job-embedded professional learning include:

  • A teacher working with a teaching coach to plan and execute a lesson

  • A group of teachers meeting to analyze student test scores and discuss ways to change instruction and share important resources

  • An instructional facilitator conducting a model lesson for a group of teachers working on a particular instructional practice

  • A teacher sending a video clip of her teaching to an off-site coach and they discuss it in an online conference and talk about what could be improved
These are job-embedded activities because they are authentically related to the work of the teachers involved and are informed by what the teachers are doing and need to do. These are not the only possible forms that job-embedded professional learning can take place, but they provide illustrations of how it might look.

**Collaboration among teachers about improving teaching**

One of many challenges facing teachers is the lack of opportunity to learn from colleagues, particularly in a setting where there is a structure and protocol for revealing excellent teaching practices and having a group of professionals discuss and learn from them. Many of the professional-learning designs that show improvements in teaching and learning include some kind of regular collaboration among teachers in a school or across grade levels—sometimes with an instructional leader—to work on better strategies and practices for teaching.

**Coaching**

Coaching is often part of professional-development programs and the research that does exist suggests that, like other features listed here, it works in conjunction with other aspects of professional development. If coaching is longer in duration, if teachers collaborate around what they learn from coaching, if they get to observe instruction and then talk about the observation with a coach, then it is more likely to be effective. This feature hinges on the expertise of the coach to do this work. If the coach is not an expert in teaching teachers, then it is unlikely that coaching will be effective.

**Use technology wisely**

Video can be a useful part of professional development, but like the other features mentioned in this report, it appears to be best leveraged as part of a program that includes other features as well. To illustrate this point, let’s look at MyTeachingPartner, a system of professional-development supports developed by the Center for Advanced Study of Teaching and Learning at the University of Virginia. Based on the Classroom Assessment Scoring System, or CLASS, MyTeachingPartner allows a coach to view a teacher’s practice on video and work on instructional improvement without the need for real-time, on-site observations.
of teaching. This type of remote professional development, linking distant teachers to collaborators, has the promise to change the way education professionals improve their practice. And then there is WestEd, a California-based nonprofit dedicated to improving learning, which operates the Charter School Teachers Online, or CTSO, project that allows charter schools to overcome the geographic and cost barriers to obtaining high-quality professional development. CTSO is developing and facilitating eight new online professional-development courses that bring teachers from many locations together to learn by watching video on instructional practices, discussing best practices, and by probing curricular materials for the best ways to incorporate them in classrooms.

According to researchers, one or more of the above features are almost always part of high-quality professional development, regardless of the subject area; grade level; and location of the classroom, school, or background of the teacher or students. School context should be a key consideration as high-quality professional-learning opportunities are put into place. Simply put, context matters, as it can and will affect the success of the program, for better or worse.31 It should be obvious that a coach who is an expert on beginning reading, for example, is probably not the best fit for a middle school where students who are struggling with the comprehension of complex text challenge teachers.

The need for some mechanisms or activities to improve the quality of teaching, which in turn leads to greater student achievement, has always been present although at times ignored. But at this moment it’s all but impossible not to hear the plea that high-quality professional development be part of widespread school reforms now underway. These reforms—teacher-evaluation reforms and the implementation of Common Core State Standards—hinge on the theory that better instruction will lead to better student achievement. Yet the same shortfalls that plague traditional professional development could end up challenging the success of these reforms.
Professional learning and teacher evaluation: The perfect match

New models of rigorous teacher-evaluation systems have become central to some of the nation’s most ambitious school-reform efforts in the past four years. Teacher evaluation is required by the U.S. Department of Education as part of the application process for the Race to the Top grant competition, and must be included as part of a state’s application to be waived from meeting some of the requirements under No Child Left Behind, also known as the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. As of 2012, 37 states and the District of Columbia had revised their teacher-evaluation policies to include both student achievement and observations of classroom instruction as components of a teacher’s rating. Another key feature of these revised evaluation systems is that rather than being rated on a binary scale—effective versus ineffective—teachers were now being rated on a four- or sometimes a five-point scale. Georgia’s revised teacher-evaluation system, which was piloted in the spring of 2012, requires teachers to be classified as exemplary, proficient, developing, or ineffective.

While one goal of the new evaluation systems is to garner information about teachers for human-capital management decisions—such as identifying and dismissing teachers who are ineffective—an important aspect of the system is to specify strengths and weaknesses in instruction and help teachers improve their professional practice. This second goal may be more powerful and critical than the first, at least in terms of truly improving the quality of teaching and overall education for all children. Heather C. Hill and Corinne Herlihy, both of Harvard University’s Graduate School of Education, in a set of recommendations for policymakers stress that, “The reform of the teacher evaluation system will see its chief success not through carrots and sticks, but through providing teachers with information about their performance and the means for improvement.” Those who study expert performance in many fields find that high-quality feedback helps the novice become competent and eventually skilled, but it is important to remember that it is the quality of the feedback that matters.
Many of the teacher-evaluation systems being designed and implemented by states include provisions requiring that teachers and evaluators meet to talk about the evaluation. In general, the observation portion of teacher evaluation should follow this format: An observer—often a school administrator—uses a rubric with categories of teaching practices to rate the classroom instruction observed and afterward meets with the teacher to talk about what was observed. New Jersey’s pilot study of teacher evaluation required all teachers to have at least two observations during the year with pre- and post-observation conferences. Connecticut requires three conferences throughout the school year between the evaluator and the teacher. Guidance in one report on effective teacher evaluation suggests that, “Teachers and instructional managers should come away from these conversations with a shared understanding of what the teacher needs to focus on in the short term and how the instructional manager will help.”

The goal of the teacher-evaluator conferences, then, is to provide teachers with careful feedback about their instruction so they can consider how to improve—in essence, a personalized professional-development opportunity. The conferences should be followed by a number of suggestions for specific activities and programs that will help teachers improve in areas where their instructional practice is weak. A teacher, for example, might be told by an evaluator who has just observed his or her instruction that the teacher seemed to have trouble formulating questions in whole-class discussions that will prompt student thinking. (The ability to frame effective questions for students is an area of teaching practice on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching, and is one of the most commonly used observation rubrics.) To assist a teacher in the above example, the evaluator could direct the teacher to view video clips that show exemplary questioning techniques in a classroom. Or the evaluator could suggest that the teacher participate in some collaborative work with a master teacher who is helping design lessons featuring questioning with others in the school or district. The point is, the evaluation is not simply a summation of a teacher’s work, but rather is a jumping-off point for specific and sequenced improvement.

Making sure evaluation leads to instructional improvement

As the new evaluation systems are rolled out in many states, educators are still learning how to use the post-observation conferences to deliver feedback, support, and personalized professional-learning opportunities to teachers. The early reports suggest that this is an area that deserves attention from education policymakers and practitioners.
A study of the Chicago Public Schools’ new evaluation system revealed that principals who observed teachers and conducted post-observation conferences generally asked questions of teachers in those meetings that did not prompt discussion about teaching. Instead, principals dominated the conference conversation and asked few, if any, high-level questions about instruction.40 In Tennessee the state department of education conducted a study of the first-year implementation of evaluation and discovered a wide variation in the level and depth of feedback included in post-observation conferences.41 Teachers in Connecticut reported similar weaknesses in post-observation conferences and suggested two reasons: a mismatch between the grade level or subject area taught and the knowledge of the evaluator; or that the administrator treated the conference as a compliance activity rather than an opportunity to help teachers learn.42

In states out in front on teacher evaluation, it’s not clear whether the data that come from classroom observations is informing the kinds of professional-learning activities teachers receive. Reviews of first-year teacher evaluation in Tennessee and New Jersey revealed that teachers did not have access to professional development that was aligned with their evaluation data.43 But teachers in both states reported that the evaluation process improved the quality of conversations with their administrators about teaching.

There are a number of proposed solutions to the problem of weak post-observation conferences and the lack of appropriate, personalized, robust professional-learning opportunities tied to evaluation data, including the following:

- **Make sure that there is a shared understanding about the evaluation rubric before assessment and observation takes place.** Teachers and evaluators should understand what instructional practices are included on the rubric, how they will be viewed and assessed, and what constitutes excellent teaching. A shared understanding of instruction is a first step in sparking rich and purposeful conversations about improving teaching and learning.

- **Invest in professional development for administrators and other evaluators so they can deliver the kind of feedback teachers need and deserve.** If teacher and evaluator conferences post-observation lead to conversations about teaching practice, and if teachers trust the knowledge and wisdom of the evaluator, it’s likely that the evaluation system will be part of a change in culture that leads to continuous improvement.44
• **Use data to form groups of teachers to work together on particular skills or content.** In Illinois a number of districts are using data from the entire teacher workforce to find patterns of strengths and weaknesses, and are then using that information to create professional-learning communities for teachers based on those needs.

• **Help evaluators know what kinds of professional-learning opportunities are available so they can have resources available for teachers at post-observation conferences.** This could mean the district or state education offices provide lists of high-quality providers of professional-learning activities with research-based evidence of effectiveness. Or it could mean that states and districts create video libraries of exemplary classroom instruction paired with materials to help teachers improve their practice. This may include identifying excellent teachers whose classrooms are open to other teachers to watch instruction.

The larger goal of evaluation, beyond determining a teacher’s effectiveness, is to improve teaching that leads to better learning for all students and to build a system of continuous instructional improvement. Using the data from evaluations to create more powerful systems for professional learning is an integral component of such a system.
A Texas tale

Redesigning professional development in Houston

A little more than a year ago, administrators at the Houston Independent School District, or HISD, partnering with TNTP (formerly The New Teacher Project) to improve human-capital management strategies in the district, decided to completely revamp HISD’s professional-development unit and align it directly with its teacher-evaluation system. In the past, the district-based staff in the professional-development unit was charged with responding to requests from school principals to conduct short-term workshops or hire outside consultants to do that work. District officials decided that professional development needed to be handled differently and in a way that would be more likely to improve teaching. That meant dismissing the entire professional-development unit, reorganizing the unit, and bringing in a new team of instructional coaches.

“We interviewed 900 people for 130 spots,” says Lance Menster, assistant superintendent for professional development at HISD. The process included a grueling, day-long interview for finalists that required applicants to teach a model lesson, watch an instructional video, and engage in a feedback and role-playing exercise, as well as meet with several interviewers. Those hired, including some former HISD teaching coaches, were deployed as instructional experts in particular grades and subjects. The new hires spent the summer learning about the district’s classroom-observation instrument and were trained to deliver coaching and other forms of professional learning centered around improving teaching practice in the areas assessed in teacher evaluation.

Data from the district’s first year of the new evaluation system helped Menster and his team determine if particular schools or groups of teachers were struggling in a specific aspect of teaching or around a subject. Armed with this data his department sent coaches to those schools to support teacher learning in the specific areas of weakness. The coaching activities might involve one-on-one time with individual teachers or interaction with groups of teachers who might work with a coach on a particular skill. What distinguishes the new thrust of professional support compared to previous iterations in HISD is that it is now based in the district rather than coming from outside consultants. In addition, it is an ongoing effort that allows the coaches to develop relationships with teachers; one where everyone has a shared understanding of the evaluation rubric and the common language for effective teaching. What’s more, the professional learning is tied directly to the evaluation rubric used to evaluate teaching, so teachers can improve on exactly the practices that are associated with the district’s framework for instruction.

Besides offering coaching, Houston’s professional-development department has video exemplars and effective practices on the district website that show what each instructional practice on the evaluation rubric looks like. The teachers featured in the videos are from the district and teach in district schools across grade levels and content areas. Accompanying each video is a set of supporting materials to aid instruction along with a biography of the featured teacher.

“Teachers want examples of what good teaching looks like, so we created a library of video exemplars that clearly demonstrate and model our instructional practice evaluation rubric,” says Menster.

What this means for Houston is that the district can deliver “just-in-time” professional development—assistance and encouragement when needed—to teachers who want support before starting on a particular part of the curriculum or who are in need of feedback to help them with an instructional strategy. At the same time the Houston school district can offer ongoing professional learning for teachers that is tailored to their needs and tied into the curriculum and authentic teaching problems. Moreover, all of it is tied into the teacher-evaluation system.
Teacher Advancement Program

Evaluation and professional learning in a single system

The Teacher Advancement Program, or TAP, system brings together teacher evaluation and professional learning into a cohesive and coherent system to support instructional improvement. TAP, which is managed by the National Institute for Excellence in Teaching, is used in about a dozen states and in several hundred school districts. The core of the TAP system is a complex rubric of 19 indicators complete with descriptors that outline what constitutes good teaching practices. These indicators drive teacher evaluations and the professional learning that accompanies it.

Teachers at TAP schools are observed and evaluated at least three times a year with the goal of delivering precise feedback to teachers in specific areas that might be ripe for refinement and identifying areas of strength. In addition to administrators, master and mentor teachers also conduct a significant number of evaluations, which embeds the work of instructional improvement with the teacher workforce in the school. TAP requires that schools implement career ladders for teachers with varied steps and responsibilities, and different pay scales—giving teachers opportunities to take on new roles and tasks.

Augmenting the feedback that teachers receive from evaluations, teachers work in groups called clusters that are arranged around different aspects of a teacher’s assignment. A school might, for example, have a grade-level cluster of teachers and it also might have a cluster of teachers organized by subject. These clusters, which meet during scheduled common prep time, are led by master teachers and concentrate on strategies related to student need and the 19 indicators on the rubric that will improve instruction and student learning.

TAP’s parent organization offers data management, as well as intensive training and support for districts as they implement the complicated and tightly aligned evaluation and professional-learning system, along with the differentiated career paths and compensation programs. TAP-based teacher-quality improvement projects in districts have been awarded more than $500 million since 2006 through the federal Teacher Incentive Fund, a competitive grant program run by the U.S. Department of Education.
Professional development and learning to teach the Common Core State Standards

The Common Core State Standards are as powerful as teacher-evaluation policies in their potential to reshape education in the United States. The standards, developed by a coalition of the National Governors Association and the Council of Chief State School Officers, are based on best practices in education nationally and internationally, and are designed to ensure that U.S. students are ready for college, careers, and to compete in the global economy. For all primary and secondary grades, the Common Core State Standards includes dramatic shifts in the focus of student learning and student work. The English language arts standards place an emphasis on understanding informational and complex texts and citing evidence from texts. The mathematics standards call for deepening the work on fewer topics, increasing rigor, and creating coherence across grades in mathematics.

While the standards for each grade level are explicit in terms of what students are expected to learn in English language arts and mathematics, they do not specify a single way to teach. The Common Core State Standards allow all educators to share goals for instruction, but the standards are not curriculum or pedagogy. Common standards encourage all teachers across the states to design best practices and share what works in ways that have not previously been possible. The standards present a powerful opportunity to bring varied, disorganized aspects of schooling together into what could be an interlocking and coherent system that leads to greater student learning across schools, districts, and states. “There is a ‘common’ in Common Core, which means that high-quality resources for teaching and learning can be shared broadly,” says Katya Levitan-Reiner, the director of the field impact team at Student Achievement Partners, an organization founded by three of the contributing authors of the Common Core State Standards.

Yet that opportunity comes with enormous challenges as well. If the ultimate intention of the Common Core State Standards is to raise the level of learning and achievement among students, then the interim goal must be to improve the quality of instruction to help students boost achievement. Moreover, changing the behavior and professional practice of teachers will require intensive and high-
quality opportunities for professional learning—with a strong focus on content that engages teachers to learn, is sustained over time, and involves collaboration and feedback from colleagues. Such professional development for teachers will be an essential element of the success of the policy. Thus far it appears that all but one of the 45 states and District of Columbia that have adopted the standards have some kind of plan for teacher learning embedded in their Common Core State Standards efforts.

When asked by pollsters about their reaction to the new standards, the majority of teachers say that they approve of the Common Core State Standards and they believe that the standards will help them improve their teaching. Nonetheless, teachers are fully aware that they need additional training to teach the Common Core State Standards. According to a May 2013 poll of 800 teachers—all members of the American Federation of Teachers—more than half said they had not received adequate training to teach the standards. A different poll of 670 teachers conducted by Editorial Projects in Education found that most teachers had received up to four days of professional development in the Common Core State Standards, which were delivered in structured settings or workshops, and often by school or district colleagues. Most of those teachers reported that they felt “moderately well prepared” to teach the standards in general, but were far less confident in their ability to teach the standards to English-language learners or students with disabilities.

What makes efforts to train and support teachers in the Common Core State Standards so important is that the effect of the standards on student learning depends entirely on teachers’ ability to improve instruction to help students achieve. This is why the Common Core State Standards should be considered a classroom-level school reform. The policymakers and advocates who have called for and supported the adoption of the standards have repeatedly said that support and training for teachers are critical components of the standards’ implementation. The standards will gain traction and power inside classrooms and schools, and the evidence for their impact will come out of the achievements of students who are taught.

Certainly, there is more to the implementation of the Common Core State Standards than just professional development for teachers—elements such as selecting and using curriculum materials wisely and using new assessments to help drive instruction—but these areas are beyond the scope of this particular report. Thus the recommendations presented below are limited to professional learning around the Common Core State Standards.
• Provide needed support for professional-development activities. This will mean different things in different locations. In some states, educators might need a comprehensive suite of resources to improve instruction. In others, a district might need to provide materials and nothing more because school administrators and teachers are working on instruction at the building level. But regardless of the location and level—state or district—educators will need support in the delivery of instruction supportive of the Common Core Standards, and all who are involved in education need to be prepared to offer that support.

• Share resources with educators throughout the United States. One of the great bonuses of the Common Core State Standards is that a lesson plan or teaching strategy developed in one district can be used in another because the standards are shared. There are already a number of organizations that are creating resources to improve teaching and are making them available online. Student Achievement Partners, the nonprofit that has as its mission to improve student academic achievement, for example, has created a variety of products that can be used by teachers to support instruction in the Common Core State Standards. Likewise, the American Federation of Teachers has a website called “Share My Lesson” where teachers can share resources for teaching, including those aligned with the Common Core State Standards.

• Use technology to serve improved teaching. The Common Core State Standards are online as are many resources geared to supporting teachers and teaching. Video exemplars of teaching the Common Core State Standards are being produced and made available by a number of organizations. Educators, no matter where they are in the United States, have access to these videos and can use them to shape professional-learning opportunities at schools and in districts. In fact, technology will likely turn out to be among the critical resources in the success of the standards.
Conclusion and recommendations

It’s no secret that there is potential to improve the quality of teaching through the utilization of high-quality professional development. We have abundant evidence that practitioners in other professions—nurses, engineers, and pilots—as well as those in the skilled trades—plumbers, hairdressers, and chefs—learn and improve their skills by collaborating with colleagues and sharing knowledge about best practices. As a nation we invest a lot of money in this belief—by some estimates as much as $20 billion annually in total federal, state, and local funds for educator professional development. What’s more, we’re counting on this investment paying off and playing an important role in the success of sweeping educational reforms. Yet we’re still learning how to ensure that professional development delivers the results we desire.

Why exactly is this the case? Why aren’t the powerful systems necessary to improve teaching already in place? The fragmented organization of education is one impediment. The way our public education system is currently structured leaves it to each school district to come up with its own plan to improve teaching since there is no single, agreed-upon set of resources, activities, and systems readily available to all educators. Moreover, there are no sets of teaching practices that have been identified and agreed upon as essential and fundamental for all teachers to know, understand, and master. As a result, administrators who choose or design professional learning for teachers may have few readily available resources or standards for determining what is the best and most effective template to follow. Fortunately, this situation could change for the better when states begin to implement the Common Core State Standards and educators have the opportunity to share materials and best practices using a common framework with common goals.

Another hurdle facing educators tasked with designing and implementing professional-learning activities at the local level is being able to know what programs have evidence of demonstrated effectiveness. What further complicates the work of selecting professional-learning activities is that there are no features or programs that always work in every setting. Rather, professional development is as
complex as teaching. To put it another way, it is teaching, but once removed from the classroom. Professional development is about teaching teachers. High-quality professional learning does so with an eye on using what teachers already know and building on that expertise to improve their teaching—it is not about pouring content into teachers and then expecting them to instantly use what they learn. Just as students need to learn new content and skills over many days and many lessons, teachers also benefit from sustained professional learning that builds over time.

It is critical that educators at all levels pay attention to and report on the quality and effectiveness of professional-development activities. Unfortunately, as educators place big bets on the power of professional development to improve teaching, and by extension, student learning, there are few exemplars of professional-learning systems that have been evaluated and been shown to be effective, including those mentioned previously. Some research indicates that there are certain features of professional-development programs that lead to improved teaching and learning, including coaching and mentoring, collaboration among colleagues, observing and discussing classroom practice, and having professional development of sufficient duration that teachers actually have the time to learn and improve. But few professional-learning systems have been subject to rigorous evaluation, and much of what passes for evidence of effectiveness is mostly anecdotal, coming from a single school or district. Therefore, it is critical that we evaluate, study, and share findings on professional-learning activities so best practices can spread to more schools.

Having made the argument for more critical evaluation, that is not to say that improving teaching is a complete mystery. There are some structures that we know need to be in place so strong professional learning can take root in schools and districts as part of the regular, continuous work of teaching, including:

- **Establishing a strong evaluation system that identifies strengths and weaknesses in teaching practice.** If a teacher evaluation leads to productive conferences about teaching, collaboration among teachers to learn and improve their work in classrooms, and ultimately allows expert teachers to support and train their peers, then evaluation would be a success as a professional-learning opportunity. Putting such a system in place is key to improving professional learning for teachers.
• Encouraging administrators in schools, districts, and state education agencies to take steps to become experts in changing standards—specifically in relation to the Common Core State Standards and new student assessments—and making sure teachers are aware of these. This first step is to make sure all educators know when standards and assessments change so they can be prepared.

• Supporting administrators in schools, districts, and state education agencies in the creation and collection of resources about new standards and assessments to help teachers maintain and improve classroom instruction. While teachers work each day to improve student learning, administrators elsewhere in the educational system can support that work by making sure every teacher has whatever she or he needs to offer excellent instruction. Those resources range from giving teachers access to video equipment to record their instruction to share with peers to ensuring that every district’s instructional coaching staff fully supports high-quality teaching, which is a key component of professional learning and growth.

• Adapting staffing, the organization of the school day, and the other basic structures of schools to support better teaching. The most capable teachers might be able to share their expertise by spending part of their time coaching other teachers, which means that it might be important to reconsider staffing structures. Or perhaps groups of teachers might be able to learn from each other or from a coach or expert if they had time to meet about student data and instructional practices. To get that time it might be necessary to reconfigure the school day to free up teachers to collaborate. There are other basic structures in schools that could be redesigned to improve teaching and learning.

The time has passed when we can simply allow a teacher to walk into classrooms, close the door, and just wing it alone. Few—if any—professions allow practitioners to work in such a manner. The fact of the matter is people become better at their jobs by observing and sharing with experts in their field as they do their work. Given what we want and expect our teachers to be able to do—turn out students who are college and career ready—it is critical that we give them the tools and support that will allow them to learn, improve, and do their jobs better even as we hold them accountable for their work.
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